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Whether your Android phone has an amazing camera or a mediocre one, there are plenty of apps at Google Play that will help you take the best possible photos with it. We think Camera ZOOM FX is the best of those options, not only because it comes with powerful features, but it helps you take better photos as well. Camera ZOOM FX is still our favorite
camera app for Android, but it's been a while since we reviewed its features, checked out the competition, and explained why it's still our pick for the best you can get. Camera ZOOM FX has grown a lot over time, and while the competition is strong, we still think it deserves the coast. Here's a fresh look. Camera ZOOM FX Platform: Android Price: $2.99
Download PageFeaturesAuto Focus and Typing-to-Focus ModesHardware Customizable Options, Including White Balance, Night Shooting Modes, ISO, Focus Measurement, Exposure, Contrast, Saturation, and more (as long as your hardware supports it) Gesture and multitouch support, including pinching to zoom, tap to focus, and tap to shootBurst
shooting down that supports up to 20 shots/secondCustomizable grid overlays (so you can make use of the rule of thirds, the golden ratio, or other composition techniques)Horizon level to pointer (never take dated photos again)Stable shot yards and shoot down (with crosshairs flashing red when the camera moves)Match all the hardware buttons on your
phone and assign them to camera features, e.g. zooming with the volume controlSupport for time lapse shots and long exposureSelf TimerVoice and audio-enabled triggers : Clap or talk to take a photoSilent photo shoot and shutter audio control Over 40 different photo filters and effects, such as tilt-shifting, vignette, LOMO, retro, toy camera, and
PolaroidDozens of photo presets for one-touch personalizationReal-time digital zoomGeotagging of photos using your phone's GPSPreserves EXIF and other metadata with your photosAutosave from images when you take temaLive previews of photo effects and filters before you apply themBasic editing tools including tumor, rotate, etc. so you have an
instant collage of photos you just took1-tap upload to Facebook, Twitter, Flickr, and moreDownloadable skin packs, boundaries, frames, props, includes animations, and other add-ons Where it's Excels Camera ZOOM FX is even more packed with features and photo tools now than it's ever been. The app does a good job of giving you an end-to-end photo
shoot, editing and sharing experience, where you can use the app to take, edit and touch good photos just the way you like, add effects and other post-processing, and then share them on the web or with your friends on Twitter, Facebook, or any other app you want to push the photo to. Even if you're not using the editing or customization features, it's still a
fantastic packed packed compilation tools, timers, audio controlled shooting modes, and settings to help you take the best possible photos with your Android device. It's those compilation tools that really send Camera ZOOM FX over the top of all. Many camera apps have stickers and frames and filters, and it's fine if you enjoy using them, but this one actually
helps you build better photography habits by teaching you the rule of thirds, to look for the golden relationship in your shots, or by helping you make sure you're level with the horizon. The stable shooting mode will make sure none of your photos are blurry or poorly focused, and type-to-focus makes sure you always highlight the object you want to be the
center of attention. Best of all, each of these features is so easy to use them refreshingly. Much has changed in the world of Android camera apps since we initially crowned Camera ZOOM FX as our favorite, but what hasn't changed is the developer's commitment to adding new features, improving on existing ones, and updating the interface and layout of an
already large camera app without provided support for older devices and different hardware. Camera ZOOM FX is still a winner, and usually a bargain (it's often on sale for at least 40% off), and great improvement over almost any stock camera app. We keep trying other programs, and we still think this one is the most powerful. Where it falls short camera
ZOOM FX is great, but it's not perfect. It has long been missing an HDR shooting mode, as some other camera apps have stepped up to include, and it can't take panoramic shots even if your hardware supports panorama shootings. It's a bit of a bummer, but considering the app's broad OS support (Android 1.6+), that has something to do with it. Still,
considering other camera apps certainly have these features, it's a bit of a thorn in the side for finding them missing. It's important to remember that Camera ZOOM FX is at best a camera replacement app, even if it's trying to do a bit of everything. What it does, it does well, but if you're looking for all the filters and tons of photo effects as available here, you'll
need to look at some of the apps below. Similarly, if you want more detailed editing and post-processing features, you'll need to look elsewhere. However, both of those things are okay since we're talking about a camera app here – not a personalization app or a photo editor. The Competition Camera FV-5 ($4, Free Lite version) has been around for a while,
but only recently has it been good enough to really pay attention to—and boy has it become good. It packs into tons of features, and the developers have moved to the of useful shooting features over filters and effects. You can control hardware settings such as white balance, exposure time, aperture, light meting, and so on, and the viewer even has an RGB
histogram right there, there, in real-time. You'll find all the other useful features of other apps here too — tilt-shift shooting, automatic focus and tap-to-focus, long exposure support, the works. The only downside to that is that the interface can be a little overwhelming because of all the features. Vignette ($3) is still around and kicking, and is a great option if
you're looking for an elegant shooting interface and more filters and post-processing effects than you can shake a stick. It looks good, is a joy to use, and can do a lot of things the other apps can do here, including tilt-shifting photography, cross process, duotone, LOMO, toy camera, and more. Vignette's only downside is that in being elegant and useful, it's
also a little lighter on features and shooting modes. Still, if other camera apps are overkill, but you still want a step out of stock, try it out. Cameras360 Ultimate (Free) grew out of the old Camera360 app, which was most notable for its HDR shooting mode. The latest version still has it there, along with some other useful features like photo effects, quick
sharing, support for phone-mountable Sony lenses, and a very easy-to-use interface. The interface is great for guiding you right to the type of shooting mode you might want, but the problem with the app is that it has become progressively bloated and stuck with features that aren't too useful and has little to do with taking good photos – just gimmicky ones.
It's also a big of a storage hog to be, weighing in at 21mb. Focus Camera (Free), which we mentioned previously, is better known as the camera previously bundled with CyanogenMod. It's now available as a standalone download, and packs features like HDR shooting, panorama shooting, photospheres, burst shoot modes, self and automatic timers, and
more. It's a little bug on some devices, is definitely still a beta, and supports nothing that runs less than Jelly Bean 4.2, but if you need HDR or panoramas, it's more than worth watching. Android (4.1+): Focal point, the camera app from CyanogenMod, is a pretty powerful photo and video-taking Read more Your default camera app is a little different on every
phone (Motorola's will be different from HTCs that are different from Samsung's and so on), but in general they don't offer a ton in the way of power. Some are better than others, and incorporate tap-to-shoot or tap-to-focus, and some even give you those delicious hardware settings like white balance control and exposure times, but they're often buried in
menus if they're there at all. They'll do in a pinch, and while they're definitely competition, their only advantage is their simplicity (which is nice, sometimes). These aren't the only camera apps out there, of course, but they're definitely the If you are using one we did not name, please share it with us in the comments. Also, be sure to check out our list of the
best photography photography for Android for more amazing apps. The camera in your Android device can range from exceptional to terrible depending on the... Read more Lifehacker's App Directory is a new and growing directory of recommendations for the best applications and tools in a number of given categories. There are about ten million camera
apps for iPhone (approx). Some are great, some are specialized, and some are a complete waste of your time. The best, however, is Camera+ thanks to its fast operation, ability to make your iPhone feel like an actual camera, and great deal of features. Camera + Platform: iPhone Price: $2.99 Download PageFeaturesStabilizes photoCan turn on the iPhone
4's LED flash for continuous lightingGrid can help you show photos betterEnhanced digital zoom that is less than regular digital zoomSce sucking modes to help you take better photos in certain situationsCrop your photos From EffectsAdd borders to your photosShare your photos on social sitesClarity mode increases your photos to provide more detail and
better color (and it actually works pretty well)Where it ExcelsIt's quick. Even Apple's acknowledged that their own camera app could be faster and so they were boosting its speed in iOS 5. Camera+ is already there. You can take a picture very quickly. Often that's the most important thing. But speed isn't the only thing that makes it a good app. Camera + has
an excellent and useful feature set. It takes virtually every disadvantage of using your phone as a camera and attempts to improve it. It adds scene modes, as you'd expect to find on a regular digital camera. Digital zoom is slightly less crappy than it normally is. You have proper flash modes. You can edit your photos. Using its excellent clarity mode, it can
take a crappy photo and improve the lighting and color in just a few seconds. There's just a lot to like. Where it falls ShortSaving photos on your camera roll is slow. It's about the only slow thing in the app, but it's especially annoying if you want to have your photos in your camera role. Although everything strewn in your lightbox looks cool, it's also not the
idealest interface for a small screen. This isn't a huge drawback, but sometimes you can wish for an interface that doesn't try to mimic reality. Other than that, Camera+ is a solid program. The CompetitionObviously you have the built-in camera app, which does a good job. When rolling out iOS 5, it will even allow you to fix a grid, use the volume buttons as a
shutter and be ready to take a photo almost immediately. These are all things Camera+ can do (or, in the case of the volume button shutter, used to be able to do). The built-in program can also take HDR photos and record videos. It's not bulging with but it's still a pretty solid camera app. Hipstamatic ($2) is the app that pretty much starts the vintage vintage
emulation craze. If you want all your photos to have old school effects, it's a good choice and nice fun (but you'll probably dump a lot of money on new lenses and movie supplies). For a free option that has a social component, try the very popular Instagram. Some people also prefer picplz (also free). There are, of course, many other valuable camera apps.
For more information, check out our list of the best photography apps for iPhone. Didn't you mention a personal favorite here? Share it in the comments. Lifehacker's App Directory is a new and growing directory of recommendations for the best applications and tools in a number of given categories. Categories.
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